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GENERAL SOURCES


See also:
-Bibliographies on Marines

NAVAL ASPECTS-General Sources


Secretary of the Navy Forrestal describes Navy tasks.


NAVAL ASPECTS-Specific


Underwater demolition teams in Pacific.
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See also:
-Fire Support section below

INTELLIGENCE-General Sources


See also:
-Bibliography on Intelligence-WWII in Intelligence.

INTELLIGENCE-Reconnaissance


FIRE SUPPORT—Naval Gunfire

#603-16.1946.
Omaha Beach, Normandy, 6 Jun 1944.

Observations on naval gunfire.


Organization, equipment & duties.


"Fire Control on Omaha Beach." Field Artillery (Sep 1946): pp. 530-33. Per.


Doctrines developed by the USN and USMC.

And see commentary (Feb 1951), pp. 30-31.
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FIRE SUPPORT-Air Fire Support


See also:
-Bibliography on Close Air Support in Air-WWII
FIRE SUPPORT-Field Artillery Support


FIRE SUPPORT-Other Fire Support

"New Firepower for the 'Water Buffalo.'" *Army Ordnance* (Jan/Feb 1945): p. 68. Per. Armament on the LVT.

FIRE SUPPORT-Air Defense


**FIRE SUPPORT-Armor**


**LOGISTICS-Engineer Support**


Fuson, Jack C. Oral history transcripts & papers. 2 boxes. Arch.
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3d Engineer Special Brigade in South Pacific.


Organization of amphibious command.


Defacto director of ASF training in amphibious warfare and organizer of Engineer Special Brigades.


See also:
-Images of amphibious troops, Photo Arch.

LOGISTICS-Supply/Loading


Supplying Anzio and Southern France.


Providing for initial supply for assault troops in amphibious landings.
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**LANDING VEHICLES-General Sources**


**See also:**

-Bibliographies on Amphibian Craft in Vehicles and Images in PhotoArch.
LANDING VEHICLES-LST's

Story of the LST.


LANDING VEHICLES-LVT's


LANDING VEHICLES-DUKW'S


**LANDING VEHICLES-AMTRAC's**


    Development of the amphibious tractor.


    In Leyte.

**LANDING VEHICLES-Higgins Boats**


    Chronicles the development of the Higgins and its antecedents.


    See Chap 7.

TRAINING


Becker, Marshall O. The Amphibious Training Center. Study No 22, AGF Historical Section, 1946. 72 p. D769.1A423no22.


OTHER SPECIAL ASPECTS
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See also:
-WWII Signal Corps, Transportation Corps Photo Collections & John O’Daniel Papers, Arch.

OPERATIONS-Mediterranean Theater


   By participant w/26th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division.


See also:

OPERATIONS-European Theater

   Chiefly 5th & 6th Engineer Special Brigades.
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Daniel, Derrill M. "Landings at Oran, Gela and Omaha Beaches (An Infantry Battalion Commander's Observations), cited above. D743.D36.
By participant w/26th Infantry Regiment, 1st Division.


Normandy


See also:
-Bibliographies on Dieppe in WWII-ETO-Pre1944; Overlord in WWII-ETO; and Southern France in WWII-ETO-Southern France.

OPERATIONS-Pacific Theater


Basic problems & planning steps, illus by 7th Infantry Div on Kwajelein, Feb 44, by division commander.
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UC273.F88.
View from WWII thru VN by senior transportation officer 1970s.

Papua/New Guinea.


Helena, Cecil C.  Oral history transcript.  Arch.  
Covers 542nd Engineer Amphibious Regiment in SWPA.


Extracts from various reports.
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See also:
-Bibliographies on Attu/Kiska in Alaska-WWII; the Philippines in WWII & any island invasions in WWII-PAC.

LESSONS-Wartime Doctrine/Techniques

Statement of SecNav before House Appropriations Subcommittee on use of marines and amphibious troops.

Air-land-sea coordination.

Assault on Kwajalein, Jan-Feb 1944.

New developments change disembarking.

Browning, Miles R. "Basic Concept of the Task Force." Marine Corps Gazette (Jul 1945): pp. 31-34. Per.


LESSONS-Postwar Analysis


Shaw, Wm J. "Use of Medical Units in an Amphibian Landing in SWPA." Military Surgeon (Sep 1945): pp. 177-84. Per.
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Pt 1 (ca 250 p.) printed in 5x8 size; Pt 2 (ca 250 p.) still in mimeo form and 8x11.5 size.


**OTHER NATIONS—British & Commonwealth**


Comparison of Sicily-Italian with Norway landings.


**See also:**

-Bibliographies on Commandos in Rangers and Dieppe in WWII-European Theater-Pre-1944.
OTHER NATIONS-Japan


See also:
- Bibliography on Japan-WWII

OTHER NATIONS-Soviet


See also:
- Bibliography on Russia-WWII